Driving Sustainability: Imagining a Better Future Through Golf

Our world is facing many environmental and social challenges – often closely interconnected.

How can golf contribute to a more sustainable and equitable world? How can golfers, players and their communities take action to reduce negative impacts, reduce pollution and waste, and support local conservation efforts? Golfers have the power to reduce their carbon footprints – one event at a time.

Tournament Impact

• The LPGA and Dow partnered with GEO to accelerate sustainable event practices, helping optimize business operations, reduce impact and drive positive change.

Course Management

• Golf courses have a very direct and unique relationship to the environment and therefore have a responsibility to protect it. Golf course architects and superintendents around the world are taking action.

Golfers & Gear

• From professional athletes to amateurs, every golfer has the potential to play a role in the sport’s sustainability journey.

Explore how we can Imagine Better for golf and for our planet – one person, one swing, one event at a time. Let’s set our sights on doing more for a more sustainable, low carbon future.

Let’s Imagine Better together for golf and for our planet.
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